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SISVEL JOINT WI-FI LICENSE AGREEMENT
This

Patent

License

Agreement

(“Agreement”)

is

entered

into

by

and

between

SISVEL UK LIMITED, a company organized under the laws of the United Kingdom with its registered
office at Royalty House, 32 Sackville Street, Mayfair, London, W1S 3EA, UK (“Sisvel”), and XYZ _____,
a company duly incorporated under the laws of _____, with its principal office at _____ (“Licensee”).
WHEREAS
A.

The IEEE Standards Association (“IEEE”) has adopted the Wi-Fi Standard (as defined below);

B.

Sisvel has the right to grant licenses or sublicenses under the patents identified in Exhibit 1, as
well as other patents and/or patent applications owned or controlled by the Wi-Fi Patent
Owners identified in Exhibit 1 that contain claims essential for compliance with the Wi-Fi
Standard;

C.

Sisvel wishes to grant licenses under the Licensed Patents (as defined below) with respect to
the practice of the Wi-Fi Standard to all individuals, companies and other entities desiring such
a license under the terms and conditions set forth herein;

D.

Licensee wishes to obtain such a license under the terms and conditions offered by Sisvel
below;

E.

Nothing in this Agreement precludes Licensee from concluding separate licenses, subject to
different terms and conditions, under those Licensed Patents owned or controlled by each of
the Patent Owners identified in Exhibit 1; and

F.

Licensee understands that no royalty is payable on any product Manufactured, used, imported,
offered for Sale, Sold, or otherwise disposed of unless such product would, absent the license,
infringe a Licensed Patent (as those terms are defined below).
Article 1.

1.01

DEFINITIONS

“Affiliate” shall mean an entity or person which, on or after the Effective Date, directly or

indirectly, controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with Licensee, as well as those
companies identified in Exhibit 2. The term “control” as used in this Section 1.01 and in Sections 1.16
1
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and 1.19 below shall mean ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares
representing the right to vote directly or indirectly for the election of directors or other managing
officers of such entity or person or, in the case of an entity without a governing body equivalent to a
board of directors, holding an economic or other interest carrying the right to receive more than fifty
percent (50%) of the profits of the entity; provided, however, such entity or person should be deemed
an Affiliate only so long as such “control” exists.
1.02

“ASICs” shall mean application specific integrated circuit chips and integrated circuit chipsets

(including the specifications thereof, hardware, firmware and/or associated software that runs within
such chips or chipsets) which are designed to perform a particular function or functions.
1.03

“Compliant Rate” means the reduced royalty rate of Twenty-Five Euro Cents (0.25 €) per

Licensed Product.
1.04

“Confidential Information” shall mean: (i) any information provided by one Party to the other

Party which is not publicly available and is designated “confidential”; and (ii) this Agreement and any
information relating to the terms and conditions of this Agreement including, but not limited to,
economic terms.
1.05

“Days” shall mean calendar days unless otherwise specifically stated in this Agreement.

1.06

“Effective Date” shall mean _____________.

1.07

“Intermediate Products” shall mean components and subassemblies of Licensed Products sold

as standalone items and not incorporated in Licensed Products at the time of sale, such as, without
limitation, ASICs, chipsets, semiconductor components, embedded modules and firmware and
protocol software. The Parties agree that: (i) Intermediate Products do not include any discrete device
that is designed for fixed connection and readily connectable to the electrical systems of a motor
vehicle without any substantial modification to such device (the “In-dash Products”); (ii) final assembly
by a vehicle manufacturer to add a user interface (HMI) or operation means for hide away installation
which are connected to and operated by a separate head unit shall not be considered a substantial
modification for purposes of this definition; and (iii) In-dash Products conforming to or practicing all or
any part of the Wi-Fi Standard shall be considered Licensed Products under Section 1.11.
2
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1.08

“Licensed Field” shall mean only the functionality or portion implementing such functionality

within any Licensed Product that conforms to or practices the Wi-Fi Standard. For the avoidance of
doubt, no functionality or portion implementing such functionality conforming to or practicing any
Mobile Standard or standard other than the Wi-Fi Standard will be licensed under this Agreement.
1.09

“Licensed Patents” shall mean those Patents identified in Exhibit 1 and, with respect to the

Patent Owners identified in Exhibit 1, any Wi-Fi Essential Patent which is or has been owned or
controlled by a Patent Owner or a Patent Owner Affiliate at any time that Sisvel holds the rights to
offer licenses under such Patent Owner’s Patents identified in Exhibit 1.
1.10

“Licensed Product” shall mean any finished product designed or suitable for consumer use that

conform to or practice all or any part of the Wi-Fi Standard, including a product sold as multiple pieces
designed for consumers or other end users. The Parties agree that “Licensed Products” do not include
Intermediate Products.
1.11

“Manufacture” (and cognates thereof) shall mean fabricating, assembling, having made, or

otherwise making of a product.
1.12

“Mobile Standards” shall mean those technical specifications for mobile telecommunications

promulgated by International Telecommunication Union (ITU), European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI), Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA), Telecommunications
Technology Association (TTA), Association of Radio Industries and Businesses (ARIB), Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and other similar
recognized government, industry-wide or other regulatory authorities, and which, inter alia, specify
the technical and other requirements for conformity and compliance with mobile telecommunications
systems, including modifications, updates and derivatives accepted by such authorities. For the
avoidance of doubt, Mobile Standards shall include but not limited to the GSM/GPRS/EDGE standard,
UMTS standard, CDMA standard, LTE standard and WiMAX standard. Furthermore, the Wi-Fi Standard
shall not be deemed a Mobile Standard for the purpose of this definition.
1.13

“Party” (collectively Parties) shall mean either Sisvel or Licensee.
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1.14

“Patent” shall mean any and all claims of any patent(s) or patent application(s) (including, but

not limited to, all divisionals, continuations, continuations-in-part, reissues, renewals, and extensions
thereof, and any counterparts claiming priority therefrom) that are filed, issued or granted, anywhere
in the world during the term of this Agreement.
1.15

“Patent Owners” shall mean Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI),

Fraunhofer IIS, Hera Wireless S.A., Koninklijke KPN N.V., and Orange S.A.
1.16

“Patent Owner Affiliate” shall mean any entity which, directly or indirectly, is controlled (as the

term “control” is defined in Section 1.01) by a Patent Owner.
1.17

“Sale” (and cognates thereof) shall mean any sale, rental, lease or other form of distribution,

transfer or export of a product to an entity or an end user, either directly or through a chain of
distribution. For purposes of royalty payment and reporting under Sections 4.02 and 5.02 respectively
of this Agreement, a Sale of a product, irrespective of the manner in which the “Sale” takes place, shall
be reported upon its occurrence either the country where: (i) an entity or end user takes delivery of
the product which is the subject of the “Sale”; (ii) Licensee issues an invoice relating to the product
which is the subject of the “Sale”; or (iii) Licensee takes delivery of the product which is later the subject
of the “Sale.”
1.18

“Sisvel Affiliate” shall mean any entity which, directly or indirectly, controls, is controlled by,

or is under common control with Sisvel (as the term “control” is defined in Section 1.01).
1.19

“Standard Rate” means the standard royalty rate of Thirty Euro Cents (0.30 €) per Licensed

Product.
1.20

“Wi-Fi Essential Patents” means any Patent that, under any applicable law, includes at least a

claim that is used or infringed (in the absence of a license) for being compliant with the Wi-Fi Standard,
or in practicing any portion of the Wi-Fi Standard.
1.21
•
•
•
•

“Wi-Fi Standard” shall mean the standard specifications identified below:
IEEE Std 802.11-2007
IEEE Std 802.11n-2009
IEEE Std 802.11‐2012
IEEE Std 802.11ac
4
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In addition, the Parties confirm and agree that the definition of the Wi-Fi Standard may be updated to
include further standard specifications that do not fundamentally alter the technical character of the
standard as adopted in the specifications above. In the event of any such update of further standard
specifications, Sisvel shall revise the list of standard specifications on Sisvel’s website and such update
shall be effective as of the date that the additional standard specification(s) is identified on Sisvel’s
website in the list of standard specifications licensed under Sisvel’s Joint Wi-Fi Licensing Program. For
the avoidance of all doubt, the Wi-Fi Standard does not include any Mobile Standards or other
standards, in part or as a whole.
Article 2.
2.01

GRANT OF RIGHTS

Provided that the payments under Section 5.01 have been made and the bank guarantee under

Section 11.02 and Exhibit 4 hereto has been provided to Sisvel, and subject to all the other terms and
conditions of this Agreement, Sisvel grants Licensee and Affiliates identified in Exhibit 2 hereto a
royalty-bearing, non-transferable, non-assignable, non-exclusive license, with no right to grant
sublicenses, under the Licensed Patents, to Manufacture, use, import, offer for Sale, Sell, or otherwise
dispose of Licensed Products in the Licensed Field.
2.02

The license granted to Affiliates in Section 2.01 is limited to those Affiliates as of the Effective

Date identified in Exhibit 2 hereto, and Licensee will impose on such Affiliates the obligations set forth
in this Agreement and will obtain the agreement of such Affiliates to adhere to such obligations. On
or before Licensee’s execution of this Agreement, Licensee will provide Sisvel with an authenticated
organization chart showing the relationship of Licensee with all Affiliates. Licensee represents that
such organization chart is complete and accurate. Within thirty (30) Days of any change in the identity,
structure, or relationships of any Affiliates, Licensee will provide Sisvel with an updated Exhibit 2 and
with an updated authenticated organization chart showing the relationship of Licensee with all
Affiliates. Should a new Affiliate arise, such new Affiliate will become licensed under this Agreement
upon Sisvel’s written approval, and within thirty (30) Days of such acquisition or creation: (i) Licensee
shall inform Sisvel of any activities under the Licensed Patents by the new Affiliate prior to the date it
became an Affiliate; (ii) Licensee shall impose on any such new Affiliate the obligations set forth in this
5
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Agreement and obtain the agreement of such new Affiliate to adhere to such obligations; (iii) upon
request of Sisvel, Licensee and such new Affiliate shall execute an addendum to this Agreement
wherein such new Affiliate agrees to be bound by all the terms of this Agreement; (iv) Licensee shall
provide Sisvel with a complete past due royalty statement with respect to any activities under Licensed
Patents by the new Affiliate prior to the date it became an Affiliate; and (v) Licensee shall provide Sisvel
with royalty payments for Licensed Products Sold by such new Affiliate in accordance with such past
due royalty statement and the requirements of this Agreement. Licensee’s failure to comply with (i)
through (v) above shall be considered a material breach of this Agreement.
2.03

Licensee and all Affiliates licensed hereunder will be liable jointly and severally for any

payments due under this Agreement for Licensed Products Manufactured, used, imported, offered for
Sale, Sold, or otherwise disposed of at any time by Licensee and/or Affiliates. For the avoidance of
doubt, the license granted under this Article 2 to an Affiliate shall remain in effect only for the time
that such entity is an Affiliate and shall terminate automatically and without notice on the date on
which this Agreement is terminated and/or on the date such entity ceases to be an Affiliate.
2.04

Provided that the payments under Section 5.01 have been made and the bank guarantee under

Section 11.02 and Exhibit 4 hereto has been provided to Sisvel, and that Licensee is in full compliance
with all its obligations under this Agreement, Sisvel hereby releases, acquits, and forever discharges
Licensee and Affiliates listed in Exhibit 2 from any and all claims of infringement of the Licensed Patents
limited to the Licensed Field and arising out of the Licensed Products Manufactured, used, imported,
offered for Sale, Sold, or otherwise disposed of by Licensee or Affiliates prior to the Effective Date
which are listed in Table (a) of the royalty statement(s) attached to this Agreement. The Parties
specifically agree that nothing in this Agreement prevents Sisvel from seeking and obtaining royalties
from any third party from or to which Licensee has purchased or Sold Licensed Products for which a
royalty has not been paid, regardless of whether such products are listed in the royalty statement(s)
attached to this Agreement.
2.05

Licensee, for itself and Affiliates, acknowledges that the rights granted herein are limited to

the Licensed Field, and Licensee, for itself and Affiliates, acknowledges that no rights granted herein
shall apply to any practice under any Licensed Patent outside the Licensed Field. For the avoidance of
6
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doubt, no rights are granted under this Agreement with respect to any standards other than the Wi-Fi
Standard.
2.06

No rights granted under this Agreement extend to any third party product or process

conforming to the Wi-Fi Standard and covered by the Licensed Patents merely because it is used or
Sold in combination with a Licensed Product of Licensee.
2.07

No rights are granted under this Agreement for products declared by Licensee as Sold,

purchased, or disposed of by Licensee or Affiliates and in breach of Section 11.01 below and therefore
such products are not licensed and are not subject to the payment (except for the amounts due
pursuant to Section 10.04 below) and reporting obligations of Licensee under this Agreement.
2.08

It is understood and agreed that no license or immunity is granted by any Party hereto to

another Party hereto, either directly or by implication, estoppel, or otherwise, other than as expressly
provided under this Article 2.
Article 3.
3.01

SCOPE OF PROTECTION

Sisvel represents and warrants that it has the authority, power, and right to enter into this

Agreement and to grant Licensee and Affiliates the rights, privileges, and releases herein set forth.
3.02

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as: (i) a warranty or representation by Sisvel as

to the validity or scope of any of the Licensed Patents; (ii) a warranty or representation by Sisvel that
anything Manufactured, used, imported, offered for Sale, Sold, or otherwise disposed of under any
license granted in this Agreement is free from infringement or will not infringe, directly, contributorily,
by inducement or otherwise under the laws of any country any patent or other intellectual property
right different from the Licensed Patents; or (iii) a warranty or representation by Sisvel that the
Licensed Patents licensed hereunder include all patents essential to practice the Wi-Fi Standard
throughout the world.
3.03

Licensee represents and warrants that it has the right to enter into this Agreement with Sisvel

on its behalf and on behalf of Affiliates. Licensee further covenants that it will have or obtain the right
to enter into this Agreement on behalf of Affiliates added after the Effective Date.
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3.04

Licensee represents and warrants that Licensee is fully aware that the Licensed Patents do not

include all patents essential to practice the Wi-Fi Standard, and that this Agreement may not provide
Licensee with all the patents or other rights needed to perform the activities contemplated by
Licensee.
3.05

Each Party represents and warrants that this Agreement and the transactions contemplated

hereby do not violate or conflict with or result in a breach under any other agreement to which it is
subject as a party or otherwise.
3.06

Each Party represents and warrants that, in executing this Agreement, it does not rely on any

promises, inducements, or representations made by the other Party or any third party with respect to
this Agreement or any other business dealings with the other Party or any third party, now or in the
future except those expressly set forth herein.
3.07

Each Party represents and warrants that it is not presently the subject of a voluntary or

involuntary petition in bankruptcy or the equivalent thereof, does not presently contemplate filing any
voluntary petition, and does not presently have reason to believe that an involuntary petition will be
filed against it.
3.08

Other than the express warranties set forth in this Article 3, the Parties make NO OTHER

WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.
Article 4.
4.01

ROYALTIES

In consideration of the licenses and rights granted to Licensee by Sisvel under this Agreement,

Licensee shall pay:
(a)

a non-refundable, non-recoupable sum of Five Thousand Euros (5,000.00 €) as an
entrance fee; and,

(b)
4.02

a royalty as specified under Section 4.02 for each Licensed Product.

The royalty shall be based on the number of Licensed Products Manufactured, used, imported,

offered for Sale, Sold, or otherwise disposed of by Licensee and Affiliates in jurisdictions in which a
Licensed Patent has been issued, starting from and including the Effective Date.
(a)

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4.02(b), the royalty rate payable in respect of
8
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each Licensed Product shall be the Standard Rate. The royalty rate payable by Licensee in
respect of each Licensed Product Manufactured, used, imported, offered for Sale, Sold, or
otherwise disposed of by Licensee or Affiliates prior to the Effective Date shall be the Standard
Rate.
(b)

Provided that Licensee is in full compliance with its obligations under this Agreement

including not having committed a material breach of this Agreement and having submitted all
royalty statements timely, and having fulfilled its royalty payment obligations in connection
with such statements for all such Licensed Products, and such royalty statements are true,
complete and accurate in every respect, then the royalty rate payable in respect of each
Licensed Product shall be the Compliant Rate. In the event that Licensee fails to comply at any
time with any of the foregoing in this clause 4.02 (b), the Standard Rate shall apply in respect
of each Licensed Product instead of the Compliant Rate, with immediate effect from the first
day of the reporting period to which the occurrence of such non-compliance relates until such
moment that Sisvel confirms in writing to Licensee that Licensee’s non-compliance has been
remedied in full.
4.03

If Licensee or any Affiliates purchase Licensed Products from a third party that is licensed by

Sisvel to Manufacture and Sell Licensed Products under the Licensed Patents, and such third party: (i)
has timely fulfilled its royalty payment obligations under such license(s) for all such Licensed Products,
and (ii) has provided Sisvel with a written declaration, subject to written approval by Sisvel, stating that
it will be responsible for paying the royalties for such Licensed Products prior to such Licensed Products
being purchased from that third party by Licensee, then Licensee shall have no royalty obligation under
this Agreement for such Licensed Products purchased from such third party. If Licensee Sells Licensed
Products to a third party that is licensed to Manufacture and Sell Licensed Products under the Licensed
Patents, Licensee shall have the royalty payment obligation under this Agreement for such Licensed
Products Sold to such third party, unless: (a) the third party is a licensee in good standing of Sisvel and
has fulfilled all its royalty payment obligations under such license at the time Licensee Sells such Licensed
Products to the third party; (b) the third party provides Sisvel with a written declaration, subject to
written approval by Sisvel, stating that it will be responsible for paying the royalties for such Licensed
9
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Products prior to such Licensed Products being Sold to that third party by Licensee; and (c) the third party
timely pays royalties on such Licensed Products to Sisvel. The Licensed Products for which Licensee has
no royalty payment obligation according to this Section 4.03 will not be considered when calculating the
royalty due by Licensee according to Section 4.02, but such products must be listed in the royalty
statements as per Section 5.02. It is understood and agreed that in all other cases Licensee has the
obligation to pay royalties for such Licensed Products according to the terms of this Agreement. For the
avoidance of doubt, any exhaustion of patent rights that may occur does not affect the responsibility of
Licensee to pay royalties to Sisvel under this Agreement with respect to any Licensed Products Licensee
has purchased from, or Sold to, any third party and for which a royalty has not been paid, regardless of
whether such third party is licensed under the Licensed Patents for Licensed Products.
4.04

Licensee and Sisvel recognize that the royalties payable hereunder shall neither increase nor

decrease due to an increase or decrease in the number of Licensed Patents held by the Patent Owners
or an increase or decrease in the prices of Licensed Products.
Article 5.
5.01

PAYMENTS AND ROYALTY STATEMENTS

Licensee agrees to pay to Sisvel:
(a)

the amount due under Section 4.01(a) on or before Licensee’s signature of this
Agreement; and,

(b)

the amount of ………..…….. Euros (…..…….. €) in consideration of the release granted
under Section 2.04 for royalties accrued prior to the Effective Date, and in accordance
with the attached royalty statements, on or before Licensee’s signature of this
Agreement.

5.02

Licensee shall, on a quarterly basis and within one (1) month after the end of each calendar

quarter, beginning with the calendar quarter of the Effective Date, provide Sisvel with a full royalty
statement according to the form shown in Exhibit 3 hereto, which includes under: Table (a) the total
number of units of Licensed Products Sold or otherwise disposed of by Licensee and/or Affiliates in the
preceding calendar quarter; for each shipment or delivery of those Licensed Products, the model
number, a brief description of the product or product type, the brand or trademark on the product, the
10
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name of the customer, the country of Sale, the name of the Manufacturer (or the direct supplier, as the
case may be), the country of Manufacture, and the number of units Sold or otherwise disposed of; Table
(b) the name and the address of any entity listed in the reports under Table (a) above, and the number
of units purchased from or Sold to such entity; Table (c) the total number of units of Licensed Products
that Licensee and/or Affiliates purchased from or Sold to a third party licensed for such Licensed Products
under the Licensed Patents in the preceding calendar quarter provided that no royalty for such Licensed
Products is due by Licensee subject to Section 4.03, and, for each shipment or delivery of those Licensed
Products, the model number, a brief description of the product or product type, the brand or trademark
on the product, the name of the customer, the country of Sale, the name of the Manufacturer (or the
direct supplier, as the case may be), the country of Manufacture, and the number of units Sold or
otherwise disposed of; and Table (d) the name and the address of any entity listed in the reports under
Table (c) above, and the number of units purchased from or Sold to such entity. For each of the reports
under Table (a) above, Licensee will specifically state the quantity of Licensed Products Sold or otherwise
disposed of and the corresponding amount due to Sisvel. Upon request from Sisvel, Licensee will
provide documentation sufficient to demonstrate that any Licensed Products listed in the report under
Table (c) above were purchased from or Sold to a third party licensed to Manufacture and Sell Licensed
Products under the Licensed Patents including, but not limited to, invoices showing such purchase or
Sale. If Licensee fails to provide Sisvel with such documentation within ten (10) Days of Sisvel’s
request, Licensee will pay royalties for all such Licensed Products for which no such documentation
has been provided to Sisvel within twenty-five (25) Days after the date of such request.
5.03

Licensee shall submit the full royalty statement in accordance with Section 5.02, and in the

form specified in Exhibit 3 hereto, in electronic format (in a file type specified by Sisvel) via e-mail to
the address wifi.reporting@sisvel.com. Upon request from Sisvel, Licensee shall render to Sisvel the
above full royalty statement in electronic format through an extranet or other internet website
established for such purpose by Sisvel.
5.04

Every royalty statement submitted to Sisvel in accordance with this Article 5 shall be certified

by a representative of Licensee authorized to make such certification and with the full authority to
represent and bind Licensee. Licensee understands and agrees that it is solely the obligation of
11
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Licensee to accurately assess and report to Sisvel the Licensed Products and royalties due under this
Agreement. By submitting a royalty statement to Sisvel in accordance with this Article 5, Licensee
acknowledges and accepts the sole responsibility to accurately assess and report Licensed Products
and that any royalty statement submitted to Sisvel reflects the proper and accurate basis for the
calculation of royalties under Section 4.02.
5.05

Sisvel shall keep all information contained in any royalty statements provided to Sisvel by

Licensee confidential in accordance with Article 13 below, except to the extent that the information is
needed by Sisvel: (i) to communicate to any entity whether or not Licensed Products Manufactured,
used, imported, offered for Sale, Sold, or otherwise disposed of by such entity are products licensed
under this Agreement, (ii) to verify whether or not royalties have been paid on Licensed Products listed
in such royalty statements, or (iii) for verification, auditing or enforcement purposes. Sisvel shall not
disclose information on running royalties paid on a licensee-by-licensee basis except to comply with
applicable laws, court orders, rules, or regulations or for auditing.
5.06

Except as provided for in Section 5.07 hereof, royalties payable pursuant to Section 4.01(b) of

this Agreement that accrue during each calendar quarter after the Effective Date are due from Licensee
to Sisvel within one (1) month after the end of each calendar quarter, beginning with the calendar
quarter of the Effective Date, for any Licensed Products which were Sold or otherwise disposed of by
Licensee and/or Affiliates during that calendar quarter.
5.07

Within thirty (30) Days after the effective date of termination or expiration of this Agreement,

Licensee shall: (i) provide Sisvel with royalty statements completed according to the form specified in
Exhibit 3 and including all Licensed Products Manufactured, used, imported, offered for Sale, Sold, or
otherwise disposed of by Licensee and Affiliates before the effective date of such termination or
expiration and for which a royalty has not been paid; and (ii) pay Sisvel any and all amounts that
became due pursuant to this Agreement before the effective date of such termination or expiration
(such amounts include, but are not limited to, royalty payments pursuant to Article 4 and
corresponding to the royalty statements provided under (i) herein).
5.08

Except as otherwise specified, payments made to Sisvel under the provisions of this Agreement
12
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shall be made in Euros and shall be paid by wire transfer to the following bank account:
Bank Name
Currency
Sort Code
Account Number
IBAN
SwiftCode/BIC

HSBC Bank plc
EUR
400515
74333207
GB49MIDL40051574333207
MIDLGB22

Sisvel reserves the right to change such account.
5.09

Any bank charges, including those relating to the bank guarantee and all other payments made

under this Agreement, will be borne by Licensee and will not be deducted from any payment made by
Licensee.
5.10

Any payment to Sisvel which is not made on the date(s) specified herein shall accrue interest,

compounded monthly, at the rate of the lesser of one percent (1%) per month (or part thereof) or the
highest interest rate permitted to be charged by Sisvel under applicable law.
5.11

Sisvel is the beneficial owner of all amounts payable by Licensee hereunder, including, but not

limited to, royalties payable pursuant to Article 4 of this Agreement.
5.12

Licensee may pay any tax (by way of deducting and paying over any withholding tax to the

relevant taxing authority) that it is legally obligated to pay by its country of residence on the royalty
payments made under this Agreement. However, the term “tax” does not include any interest or
penalties related to such tax. For clarity, in the event that a bilateral tax treaty between the countries
of residence of the Parties provides for a reduced tax rate or tax exemption the Parties acknowledge
and agree that taxes to be imposed by such bilateral tax treaty on any royalty payments made by
Licensee under this Agreement shall be required to be withheld by the relevant taxing authority. As
soon as reasonably possible but in no event later than three (3) months from the date of any royalty
payment under this Article 5, Licensee shall provide Sisvel with all proper tax certificates reasonably
satisfactory to Sisvel to obtain the tax credits corresponding to any withholding taxes deducted by
Licensee. Should Licensee fail to provide Sisvel with a proper tax certificate reasonably satisfactory to
Sisvel within three (3) months after having deducted withholding tax from a royalty payment under
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this Agreement, Licensee shall immediately pay Sisvel an amount equal to the withholding tax
previously deducted.
5.13

At Licensee’s reasonable request, Sisvel shall use commercially reasonable efforts to file any

certificate or other document in Sisvel’s name which may cause any tax that is so payable by the
Licensee not to be payable or to be reduced under applicable law. Licensee shall reasonably cooperate
with Sisvel in respect of lawfully mitigating any withholding taxes, including providing such information
or documents as may be required for purposes of obtaining refunds of any taxes withheld.
5.14

Should Licensee incorrectly apply the amount of withholding tax, Sisvel shall reasonably

cooperate with Licensee to rectify this issue at Licensee’s sole expense. However, in no event will
Sisvel reimburse or otherwise compensate Licensee for any mistake with respect to the amount of
withholding tax applied by Licensee if Sisvel is unable to obtain tax credits in accordance with Section
5.12 hereof corresponding to the amounts to be withheld.
5.15

Royalties set forth under Article 4 of this Agreement are exclusive of any foreign taxes,

including VAT or any comparable tax imposed on Licensee under the applicable law. Licensee shall pay
or reimburse Sisvel for any and all taxes, such as sales, excise, value-added, use taxes, and similar taxes
imposed on Licensee, based on payments to be made hereunder in any jurisdiction(s) where such taxes
are required. If Licensee in good faith contests any tax that is so payable or reimbursable by Licensee,
Sisvel shall reasonably cooperate with the resolution of the contested tax at Licensee’s sole expense.
Article 6.
6.01

AUDITING

Licensee and Affiliates shall keep and maintain complete, accurate, and detailed books and

records in paper and electronic format with respect to all products (all such books and records
collectively referred to as “Necessary Records”). Necessary Records include, but are not limited to, all
books and records related to: (i) the organization chart showing the relationship of Licensee with all
Affiliates; and (ii) all purchases, stocks, deliveries, Manufacture, and Sale of all products, as well as
technical specifications of all products. Necessary Records pertaining to a particular royalty reporting
period, including Necessary Records relating to the Manufacture, use, import, offer for Sale, Sale, or
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other disposition of any products prior to the Effective Date, shall be maintained for five (5) years from
the date on which a royalty is paid or should have been paid, whichever is later.
6.02

Sisvel shall have the right to have audited the Necessary Records of Licensee and any past and

present Affiliates to ascertain their compliance with their obligations under this Agreement, including,
but not limited to the accuracy and completeness of the royalty statements and payments pursuant to
Article 5, the organization chart of Licensee required under Section 2.02, and the representations and
warranties made by Licensee in Article 3 above. Any such audit shall take place not more than once
per calendar year unless any previous audit has revealed a shortfall as provided in Section 6.06 or
unless Licensee and/or an Affiliate has failed to fully cooperate during a previous audit. It is understood
that an audit under this Article 6 might include separate audits of past and present Affiliates and for
purposes of this Section 6.02 such audits will count as a single audit. Sisvel will give Licensee written
notice of such audit at least five (5) Days prior to the audit. All such audits shall be conducted during
reasonable business hours.
6.03

Any audit under this Article 6 shall be conducted by an independent certified public accountant

or equivalent (“Auditor”) selected by Sisvel. Licensee shall fully cooperate with the Auditor in
conducting such audit and shall permit the Auditor to inspect and copy Licensee’s Necessary Records
that the Auditor, in the Auditor’s discretion, deems appropriate and necessary to conduct such audit
in accordance with international professional standards applicable to the Auditor. Licensee agrees
that it will provide all Necessary Records to the Auditor regardless of whether such Necessary Records
are subject to confidentiality obligations. It shall be a material breach of this Agreement for Licensee
and/or an Affiliate to fail to cooperate with the Auditor and/or to fail to provide the Auditor all
Necessary Records requested by the Auditor, regardless of whether Licensee claims that such
Necessary Records are subject to confidentiality obligations.
6.04

The cost of any audit under this Article 6 shall be at the expense of Sisvel; provided, however,

that Licensee shall bear the entire cost of the audit, without prejudice to any other claim or remedy as
Sisvel may have under this Agreement or under applicable law, if: (i) the audit reveals a discrepancy
that is greater than three percent (3%) of the number of Licensed Products declared by Licensee or
Affiliates in any of the quarterly royalty statements during the period to which the audit refers; (ii) the
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audit identifies any Affiliate involved in the Manufacture, use, import, offer for Sale, Sale, or other
disposition of Licensed Products and not listed in Exhibit 2 of this Agreement or included in the
organization charts as required under Section 2.02; (iii) Licensee has failed to submit any royalty
statements by their due date, as per Article 5 above, in respect of the period to which the audit relates;
and/or (iv) Licensee or any Affiliate refuses or obstructs the audit, or the Auditor reports that Licensee
or any Affiliates have refused or obstructed the audit, such as, for example, by refusing to supply all
Necessary Records requested by the Auditor.
6.05

In the event that the audit, or evidence from a source other than the Auditor including a

revised royalty statement sent by Licensee after receiving notice of an audit or a royalty statement or
other document from a supplier or customer of Licensee or an Affiliate, reveals a discrepancy or error
in the number of Licensed Products declared by Licensee in the royalty statements provided for in
Article 5 of this Agreement, Licensee will pay the Standard Rate royalty and interest due under this
Agreement pursuant to Sections 4.02 and 5.10 of this Agreement, respectively.
6.06

Within fifteen (15) Days after receiving notice from Sisvel of any shortfalls revealed by an audit,

or by a source other than an audit, Licensee shall pay the royalties due for the amount of the shortfall
plus: (i) interest as set forth in Section 5.10; (ii) the cost of the audit if applicable as per Section 6.04 of
this Agreement; and (iii) any additional amounts if applicable as per Section 6.05 of this Agreement.
Article 7.
7.01

NOTICE OF LIMITATIONS

Licensee shall provide adequate written notice throughout the distribution chain of Licensed

Products that: (i) only products designed or suitable for consumer use are licensed under this
Agreement; (ii) the rights granted under this Agreement are limited to the Licensed Field and that no
rights are granted under this Agreement with respect to any standards other than the Wi-Fi Standard;
and (iii) no rights granted under this Agreement extend to any product or process used or Sold in
combination with a Licensed Product of Licensee.
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Article 8.
8.01

ASSIGNMENT

This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon each of the Parties hereto

and their respective assigns. This Agreement may not be assigned in whole or in part by Licensee
without the prior written consent of Sisvel.
8.02

Sisvel shall have the right to transfer this Agreement to a successor of Sisvel or a Sisvel Affiliate

upon reasonable notice to Licensee. Licensee agrees to such transfer in advance, and in the event of
such transfer this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect until its expiration or termination.
Article 9.
9.01

TERM OF THE AGREEMENT

Unless terminated earlier in accordance with the provisions of Article 10 below, this

Agreement shall be effective as of the Effective Date, and shall remain in force for a term of five (5)
years. Upon expiration, this Agreement shall be automatically renewed for successive five (5) year
periods so long as any Licensed Patent is in force or effect, unless terminated by either Party by written
notice to be sent to the other Party at least six (6) months before each renewal date. Sisvel may
condition the renewal upon compliance with any reasonable amendments or changes to the terms
and conditions of this Agreement, including changes in the royalty rates based on the rate of inflation,
by sending Licensee written notice of any such amendments or changes at least nine (9) months prior
to any renewal date. In the event that Sisvel sends written notice of amendments or changes, Licensee
shall have three (3) months to provide Sisvel with written notice of its acceptance or rejection of such
amendments and changes. For clarity, failure by Licensee to respond within this three (3) month
period shall result in automatic renewal of Licensee’s agreement as modified according to such
amendments and changes. Such reasonable changes or amendments may take into account prevailing
market conditions, changes in the rate of inflation, changes in technological environment and available
commercial products at the time of each five (5) year renewal. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Sisvel
shall not condition any renewal of this Agreement on any adjustment in the applicable royalty rates.
9.02

To avoid any doubt, royalty statements and payments for periods before the expiration of this

Agreement shall be submitted regardless of whether those royalty statements and payments are due
after such expiration.
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Article 10.

TERMINATION

10.01 In the event one Party fails to perform any material obligation under this Agreement, the other
Party may terminate this Agreement at any time by means of written notice to the other Party
specifying the nature of such failure and declaring termination of this Agreement. Such termination
shall be effective thirty (30) Days after receipt of the notice if the breaches are not cured by then. Such
right of termination shall not be exclusive of any other remedies or means of redress to which the nondefaulting Party may be lawfully entitled, and all such remedies shall be cumulative. Any such
termination shall not affect any royalty or other payment obligations under this Agreement accrued
prior to such termination. Licensee agrees that a material breach of this Agreement shall include, but
is not limited to, a failure by Licensee and/or Affiliates to comply with any of the provisions of Articles
3, 5, 6 and/or Article 13 and that any such material breach gives Sisvel the right to terminate this
Agreement in accordance with the provisions of this Section 10.01.
10.02 Sisvel may terminate this Agreement immediately by means of written notice to Licensee in
the event that a creditor or other claimant attempts to take possession of, or a receiver, administrator
or similar officer is appointed over, any of the assets of Licensee, or in the event that Licensee pledges
its assets or otherwise seeks to make or makes any voluntary arrangement with its creditors or seeks
protection from any court or administration order pursuant to any bankruptcy or insolvency law.
10.03 Sisvel may immediately terminate the rights of Licensee and Affiliates granted under Section
2.01 under any Licensed Patents owned or controlled by a Patent Owner, and licensed to Sisvel, by
means of written notice to Licensee in the event that Licensee or an Affiliate has directly or indirectly
(including through another entity or affiliate) brought a claim in a lawsuit or other proceeding before
a governmental authority against such Patent Owner in any country for patent infringement of a WiFi Essential Patent owned or controlled by Licensee or an Affiliate, or Licensee or an Affiliate has
refused to grant such Patent Owner a license to these Wi-Fi Essential Patents on fair, reasonable, and
non-discriminatory terms and conditions under such Wi-Fi Essential Patents. For the sake of clarity,
Licensee or any Affiliate will be considered to have indirectly brought a claim in a lawsuit or other
proceeding when such claim in a lawsuit or other proceeding is brought by a third party and Licensee
or any Affiliate voluntarily participates in, directly finances, or technically or legally supports the lawsuit
18
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or other proceeding.
10.04 Licensee, on its behalf and on behalf of Affiliates, covenants that on the date of termination of
this Agreement due to a breach by Licensee or an Affiliate, Licensee and Affiliates shall immediately
cease the Manufacture, use, importation, offer for Sale, Sale, and any other disposition of Licensed
Products unless and until Licensee has executed a new license agreement under Licensed Patents for
Licensed Products. Should Licensee or any Affiliates breach the above representation by failing to
cease the Manufacture, use, importation, offer for Sale, Sale, or any other disposition of Licensed
Products after termination of this Agreement as required by this Section 10.04, Licensee agrees to pay:
(i) the amount of One Euro and Fifty Euro Cents (1.50 €) for each Licensed Product Manufactured,
used, imported, offered for Sale, Sold, or otherwise disposed of by Licensee or Affiliates after the date
of termination of this Agreement; and (ii) any costs or fees, including attorneys’ fees, incurred by Sisvel
in connection with such breach. As an exception to immediate cessation, within three (3) months of
the date of termination of this Agreement, Licensee may use, Sell, or otherwise dispose of Licensed
Products that are already Manufactured as of the date of termination of this Agreement, provided,
however, that: (a) all such Licensed Products are included by Licensee and/or Affiliates in a royalty
statement according to the form shown in Exhibit 3 to be provided to Sisvel within five (5) Days of the
date of termination of this Agreement; (b) a royalty pursuant to Section 4.02 is paid to Sisvel for all
such Licensed Products within five (5) Days of the date of termination of this Agreement; and (c) upon
request from Sisvel, Licensee provides Sisvel with evidence that all such Licensed Products were
Manufactured on or before the date of termination of this Agreement. Licensee and Affiliates agree
not to oppose any proceedings to enjoin them from any other activity involving Licensed Products if
they do not immediately cease the Manufacture, use, import, offer for Sale, Sale, or other disposition
of Licensed Products.
10.05 Should Licensee breach Articles 4 and/or 5 by either not providing Sisvel with a royalty
statement by its due date, or failing to pay all the royalties due to Sisvel by their due date, (regardless
of whether Sisvel learns of such breach through an audit or from other evidence) any Licensed Products
Manufactured, used, imported, offered for Sale, Sold, or otherwise disposed of after the end of the
last reporting period for which Licensee has both provided Sisvel with a royalty statement by its due
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date and paid to Sisvel all the corresponding royalties due according to Articles 4 and 5 above, will not
be covered by the license granted under Section 2.01 above, until Licensee cures all such breaches
under this Agreement. Should Licensee breach Article 6 of this Agreement, by refusing or obstructing
the audit described therein, any Licensed Products Manufactured, used, imported, offered for Sale,
Sold, or otherwise disposed of after the day Sisvel has notified Licensee of this breach will not be
covered by the license granted under Section 2.01 above, until Licensee cures all such breaches under
this Agreement. In both of the above cases in this Section 10.05 in which Licensee is in breach of this
Agreement Sisvel will have the right to communicate to third parties the fact that such products are
not covered by the license granted under this Agreement and exclude the name of Licensee and
Affiliates from any list of companies licensed under the Licensed Patents in good standing until
Licensee cures all such breaches under this Agreement.
10.06 In the event that Licensee breaches Section 11.01, Sisvel may terminate this Agreement by
means of written notice to Licensee as per Section 10.01. In addition, Licensee agrees that it will pay
to Sisvel, for administrative costs: (i) an amount of One Euro and Fifty Euro Cents (1.50 €) for each
product declared by Licensee as Sold, purchased, or disposed of by Licensee or Affiliates and in breach
of Section 11.01; and (ii) any costs or fees, including attorneys’ fees, incurred by Sisvel in connection
with such breach. Such payments will be in addition, and without prejudice, to all royalty or other
payments to Sisvel hereunder or any other legal remedies that Sisvel may have with respect to those
products, including but not limited to the right to claim damages for patent infringement.
10.07 The following provisions of this Agreement shall survive expiration or termination of this
Agreement: (i) the obligation of Licensee to pay all royalties accrued pursuant to Article 4 as of the
effective date of expiration or termination; (ii) the obligation of Licensee to provide royalty statements
under Article 5 for periods before the effective date of expiration or termination; (iii) the Parties’ rights
and obligations under Article 6, including the obligation of Licensee and all entities that existed as
Affiliates at any time during the term of this Agreement to maintain adequate books and records as
specified under Article 6 for a period of three (3) years after the effective date of expiration or
termination and the right of Sisvel to have audited the books and records of Licensee and all entities
that existed as Affiliates at any time during the term of this Agreement pursuant to Article 6 for a
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period of three (3) years after the effective date of expiration or termination; (iv) the confidentiality
obligations under Article 13 below; and (v) Section 10.04.
Article 11.

LICENSEE’S COVENANTS

11.01 Licensee agrees that neither Licensee nor Affiliates will use the licenses and rights granted by
Sisvel under this Agreement in any way to circumvent the purpose of this Agreement, Sisvel’s Wi-Fi
technology licensing program, or the licensing and enforcement of the Licensed Patents against
unlicensed entities. Licensee will not attempt to treat products Manufactured and/or distributed by
unlicensed entities and supplied to other unlicensed entities as licensed under this Agreement unless:
(i) Licensee is actually Selling or purchasing such products, and (ii) prior to distribution of such products
Licensee is a party of record to either a written supply agreement or a written purchase agreement for
the products in question with at least one of the unlicensed entities that is Manufacturing or
distributing the products in question.
11.02 As an assurance of fulfillment of its obligations under the terms of this Agreement, including,
but not limited to, payment of amounts due under this Agreement by their due date, submission of
royalty statements by their due date, compliance with the audit procedures according to Article 6, and
renewal or replacement of the bank guarantee according to this Section 11.02, Licensee covenants
that it will provide Sisvel with a continuing bank guarantee from a first class international bank
according to the form shown and for the amount indicated in Exhibit 4 hereto on or before the date
of Licensee’s signature of this Agreement. Sisvel will have: (a) the right to call up to the full amount of
such bank guarantee each time Licensee should fail to fulfill its obligations under the terms of this
Agreement, including, but not limited to, payment of amounts due under this Agreement by their due
date, submission of royalty statements by their due date, compliance with the audit procedures
according to Article 6 above, or renewal or replacement of the bank guarantee according to this
Section 11.02; (b) the right to keep any amounts from the bank guarantee sufficient to compensate
for any damages caused by Licensee’s failure to fulfill its obligations, including costs and attorneys’
fees as they are incurred; (c) the right to keep up to the full amount of such bank guarantee until such
time as the extent of such damage can be determined with certainty; and (d) the right to keep the full
amount of the bank guarantee as liquidated damages if the extent of the damage described in (c)
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above cannot be determined with certainty within one (1) year from the date on which Sisvel calls the
bank guarantee. It is understood that, should Licensee or any Affiliates (1) fail to submit the royalty
statements pursuant to Section 5.02 by their due date, (2) refuse an audit request or obstruct an audit
pursuant to Article 6, or (3) fail to renew or replace the bank guarantee according to this Section 11.02,
Sisvel will have: (a) the right to call the full amount of such bank guarantee each time Licensee fails or
refuses to do so; (b) the right to keep any amounts from the bank guarantee sufficient to compensate
for any damages caused by Licensee’s failure or refusal, including costs and attorneys’ fees as they are
incurred; (c) the right to keep up to the full amount of such bank guarantee until such time as the
extent of such damage can be determined with certainty; and (d) the right to keep the full amount of
the bank guarantee as liquidated damages if the extent of the damage described in (c) above cannot
be determined with certainty within one (1) year from the date on which Sisvel calls the bank
guarantee. Any amount drawn from the bank guarantee will not be considered as a full or partial
fulfillment of any obligations of Licensee under the terms of this Agreement, including the unfulfilled
obligations for which the bank guarantee was called. Should the original bank guarantee or any
subsequent bank guarantee provided by Licensee under this Section 11.02 expire prior to expiration
of this Agreement, Licensee covenants that it will obtain and provide Sisvel with a renewed or replaced
bank guarantee for the same period and in the same amount as the original bank guarantee at least
three (3) months before the expiration of the existing bank guarantee. Should Licensee fail to obtain
or provide a renewed or replaced bank guarantee at least three (3) months before the expiration of
the existing bank guarantee, Sisvel may, at its discretion, expressly terminate this Agreement in
accordance with the provisions of Article 10 and/or call the full amount of the existing bank guarantee
and keep such full amount as a deposit for use as if it were the bank guarantee until Licensee provides
a renewed or replaced bank guarantee. Licensee agrees that the bank guarantee will not be returned
before its expiration even if Licensee and Affiliates no longer Manufacture, use, import, purchase, offer
for Sale, Sell, or otherwise dispose of Licensed Products. Licensee further agrees that its obligation to
obtain and provide Sisvel with a renewed or replaced bank guarantee will persist until the expiration
or termination of this Agreement even if Licensee and Affiliates no longer Manufacture, use, import,
purchase, offer for Sale, Sell, or otherwise dispose of Licensed Products.
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Article 12.

SISVEL COVENANTS

12.01 Sisvel represents that, to the best of its knowledge, the Licensed Patents contain claims that
would necessarily be infringed or used by implementing or otherwise practicing the Wi-Fi Standard,
including any portion of the Wi-Fi Standard. Sisvel covenants that if any Licensed Patent is determined
not to be essential to the Wi-Fi Standard in the country which issued or published such patent, either
by the relevant Patent Owner or upon a final adjudication of a tribunal of competent jurisdiction from
which no appeal is taken or allowed, and such patent is to be deleted from the list of Licensed Patents,
Sisvel shall give notice to Licensee of such deletion, and Licensee shall have the option to retain its
license under such patent for the remainder of the term of this Agreement, and during any renewal
pursuant to Article 9 above, by providing written notice to Sisvel of such election within thirty (30)
Days of the notice by Sisvel.
12.02 Sisvel covenants that Patents will not be removed from the list of Licensed Patents for reasons
other than stated in this Article 12.
12.03 Sisvel covenants that if during the term of this Agreement, Sisvel identifies any additional WiFi Essential Patents held by Sisvel or by the Patent Owners (other than patents acquired from third
parties after the date of September 1, 2015) and to which Sisvel or the Patent Owners have a right to
grant licenses without payment of compensation to a third party, then Sisvel will provide Licensee
notice of such additional Wi-Fi Essential Patents and, if accepted by Licensee, Exhibit 1 to this
Agreement will be supplemented to identify such additional Wi-Fi Essential Patents as Licensed Patents
without the payment by Licensee of any additional royalties under this Agreement. For the avoidance
of doubt, the foregoing sentence shall not exempt Licensee from any royalty obligation(s) that arise
because such additional Licensed Patents are issued in jurisdictions that had not previously been
identified in Exhibit 1 hereto from the first full calendar quarter in which such additional Wi-Fi Essential
Patents are identified as Licensed Patents under this Agreement up to and including the last calendar
quarter subject to the reporting and payment obligations of this Agreement in accordance with Article
10.
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12.04

Except as provided in Section 12.05 below, in the event that Sisvel grants a license under the

Licensed Patents for Licensed Products within the Licensed Field to another entity at royalty rates more
favorable than those set forth in Article 4 of this Agreement, whether or not such more favorable royalty
rates are on terms and/or conditions that are different from those set forth in this Agreement, Sisvel shall
send a written notice to Licensee specifying the more favorable royalty rates and any terms and/or
conditions that are different from those set forth herein (the “Notice”). Licensee shall be entitled to an
amendment of this Agreement to provide for royalty rates as favorable as those available to such other
party by notifying Sisvel of such election within thirty (30) Days of the receipt and acceptance of the Notice
by Licensee; provided, however, that this Agreement shall also be amended to include any additional terms
and/or conditions as specified in the Notice. Any amendment made pursuant to this Section 12.04 shall be
effective only as of the date it is made, and such more favorable royalty rates shall not be retroactively
applicable in favor of Licensee and shall not be a basis for claiming any refund of royalties paid prior to the
date such amendment is made. Sisvel’s obligations under this Section 12.04 to offer any amendment shall
be satisfied by offering to Licensee a license under terms and/or conditions which are identical (subject to
Section 12.05 below) to those terms and/or conditions of the license which contains the more favorable
royalty rates.
12.05

Section 12.04 shall not apply to: (i) settlement of litigation with any person or entity; (ii)

determination by Sisvel of back royalties owed by a licensee under the Licensed Patents; (iii) compromise
or settlement of royalty payments owed by a licensee in financial distress; (iv) any separate licenses or
cross-licenses granting rights under only a portion of the Licensed Patents; and/or (v) any license,
compromise, or settlement following an order of a court or an administrative body.
Article 13.
13.01

CONFIDENTIALITY

Subject to Sections 5.05, 13.02, and 13.03, during the term of this Agreement and for a period of

three (3) years after the last to expire of the Licensed Patents, each Party hereto (on its own behalf and,
respectively, on behalf of all Sisvel Affiliates and Affiliates) agrees and acknowledges that it shall not
disclose, publish, or disseminate or otherwise distribute Confidential Information, outside of those
employees, officers, attorneys, auditors or consultants who have a need to know Confidential Information.
Notwithstanding the foregoing: (i) each Party may announce or otherwise disclose the fact that this
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Agreement has been signed, and, subject to Section 10.05 above, that there are no legal or administrative
actions pending between the Parties; and (ii) Sisvel may disclose the terms and conditions of this Agreement
to a bona fide third party purchaser in connection with its due diligence relating to a merger with Sisvel or
an acquisition of all or substantially all Sisvel’s assets if such disclosure is subject to reasonable protective
measures commensurate with the degree of care that Sisvel uses to protect its own internal confidential
information.
13.02

Disclosure of Confidential Information shall be permitted: (i) if required by an order or request of a

court, government or governmental body; (ii) as otherwise required by law; (iii) as necessary in court
proceedings to establish rights under this Agreement; or (iv) if necessary in a proceeding before a
governmental tax authority. If disclosure is made pursuant to this Section 13.02, it shall be limited to only
those sections of this Agreement strictly necessary to comply with the order, request, law or proceeding,
or to establish such rights. The Party making a disclosure under this Section 13.02 shall provide ten (10)
Days advance written notice, or if compliance with an applicable order is required earlier then as much time
as possible before such compliance, to the other Party before making such disclosure.
13.03

The obligations specified in Section 13.01 will not apply to any information that: (i) is or becomes

publicly available without breach of this Agreement; (ii) is released for disclosure by written consent of the
other Party; (iii) was already in the receiving Party’s possession at the time of its receipt from the disclosing
Party; or (iv) is disclosed to the receiving Party by a third party without the receiving Party’s knowledge of
any breach of any obligation of confidentiality owed to the other Party.
Article 14.

COMMUNICATIONS

14.01 Any communication, including notices, relating to this Agreement shall be made in the English
language, and sent either by e-mail, fax, certified mail with return receipt requested, or by overnight
delivery by commercial or other service which can verify delivery to the following addresses and such
notice so sent shall be effective as of the date it is received by the other Party:
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for Sisvel:

for Licensee:

SISVEL UK LIMITED

<COMPANY NAME>

Wi-Fi Program Manager

<Company representative>

Royalty House

<Company address>

32 Sackville Street, Mayfair,

<Company address>

London, W1S 3EA

<Company country>

United Kingdom
Email: wifi_manager@sisvel.com

Email: <Representative’s email address>

Fax: +44 207 494 9037

Fax: <Company fax number>

14.02 A Party shall notify the other Party in writing of any change in the communication information
contained in Section 14.01 within fifteen (15) Days of such change.
14.03 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, amendments to the list of Licensed Patents
in Exhibit 1 of this Agreement or to the definition of the Wi-Fi Standard, if any, shall be effective upon
the posting of the new Exhibit 1 or an updated list of standard specifications, as applicable, on the
website of Sisvel www.sisvel.com and such posting shall constitute notice under this Article 14.
Article 15.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

15.01 Licensee shall be considered directly responsible for any breach and/or non-performance of
any provision of this Agreement by itself and/or by any Affiliates. In particular, Licensee agrees that
any Affiliate’s breach of its obligations under this Agreement shall be deemed to be a breach by
Licensee under this Agreement of the same obligations.
15.02 Affiliates shall not be considered third-party beneficiaries under this Agreement and shall have
no right to enforce any of the provisions hereof against Sisvel. Affiliates’ sole rights and remedies shall
be against Licensee.
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Article 16.

MISCELLANEOUS

16.01 This Agreement, including its exhibits and any amendments, sets forth the entire agreement
and understanding between the Parties as to the subject matter hereof and supersedes and replaces
all prior arrangements, discussions and understandings between the Parties relating to the subject
matter hereof.
16.02 All definitions and exhibits form an integral part of this Agreement. The Article headings
contained in this Agreement are for reference purposes only and shall not in any way control the
meaning or interpretation of this Agreement.
16.03 Except for supplementation of or deletion from the list of Licensed Patents, no amendment of
or addition to this Agreement shall be effective unless such amendment or addition is made in written
form and specifically references this Agreement, and is signed by authorized representatives of all
Parties.
16.04 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as prohibiting or restricting the Parties from
independently developing, purchasing, selling, or otherwise dealing in any product regardless of
whether such product is competitive with the product licensed in this Agreement.
16.05 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to create a principal-agent relationship,
partnership or joint venture between the Parties, or give rise to any fiduciary duty from one Party to
the other Party.
16.06 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to confer any rights on any third party; provided,
however, that the Patent Owners shall be deemed to be third-party beneficiaries of Licensee’s
obligations under Section 4.01.
16.07 The failure of either Party at any time to require performance by the other Party of any
provision of this Agreement shall not be construed as acquiescence or waiver of such failure to perform
such provision. The failure of either Party to take action upon the breach of any provision of this
Agreement shall not be construed as acquiescence or waiver of any such breach.
16.08 No right or remedy available to a Party upon the breach of any provision of this Agreement is
intended to be exclusive. The Parties hereto agree that all of the rights and remedies available to each
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Party shall be cumulative and not exclusive, and are in addition to any and all other remedies available
to each Party at law or in equity.
16.09 This Agreement is in the English language and two (2) copies have been executed. Sisvel and
Licensee shall receive one (1) copy each. Any costs to translate or record this Agreement will be paid
by Licensee and the executed English language version of this Agreement will control.
16.10 Should any provision of this Agreement be finally determined void or unenforceable in any
judicial proceeding, such determination shall not affect the operation of the remaining provisions
hereof. In such event, to the extent possible, such void or unenforceable provision shall be conformed
to a valid provision closest to the intended effect of the invalid or unenforceable provision.
16.11 This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed
an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument. This Agreement
shall not be binding on the Parties until all Parties have signed the same Agreement or identical
counterparts thereof and each Party has received the signature page signed by the other Party,
whether that signature page is an original or an electronic copy of an original.
Article 17.

APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION

17.01 This Agreement shall be governed by, interpreted, and construed in accordance with the laws
of Germany regardless of its conflicts of laws principles.
17.02

Any disputes arising between the parties under this Agreement (including any question

regarding its existence, validity or termination) not resolved between or among the parties shall be
litigated before the District Court of Mannheim, Germany, and the parties agree not to challenge
personal jurisdiction in this forum. However, in cases where Sisvel is the plaintiff, Sisvel may in its sole
discretion alternatively submit any such dispute to the competent courts in the venue of Licensee’s
registered office, or to any of the competent courts where Licensee’s Licensed Products are
Manufactured, used, imported, offered for Sale, Sold, or otherwise disposed.

[Remainder of this page left intentionally blank]
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AS WITNESS, the Parties entered into this Agreement on the last signature date written below.

SISVEL UK LIMITED

[Licensee]

By: ……………………….…..

By: ……………………...…..

Name: ………………………..

Name: …………….……..….

Title: …………………………

Title: …………………..……

Date: .....……......…………….

Date: .....…….................……
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Exhibit 1 – Licensed Patents
Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI)
KR 0523058
US 7477746
KR 0590772
US 7489666
US 7616612
US 8199729
US 7643509
US 7974302
US 7826475
KR 0516897
US 8140029
US 8428524
US RE42098
AU 2005319950
CA 2591273
CN 200580047927.X
CZ (EP) 2363987
DE (EP) 1829312
DE (EP) 1909448
DE (EP) 2363987
ES (EP) 1829312
ES (EP) 1909448
ES (EP) 2363987
FR (EP) 1829312
FR (EP) 1909448
FR (EP) 2363987
GB (EP) 1829312
GB (EP) 1909448
GB (EP) 2363987
HU (EP) 1909448
IN 263838
IT (EP) 1829312
IT (EP) 1909448
IT (EP) 2363987
JP 5474301
KR 0736731
NL (EP) 1829312
PL (EP) 1829312
PL (EP) 1909448
PL (EP) 2363987
KR 0375824
DE (EP) 2019506
FR (EP) 2019506
GB (EP) 2019506
IT (EP) 2019506
KR 0542090
US 8139532

AU 2011224959
BR 11 2012 022751 3
CA 2792925
CN 201180023530.2
DE 112011100869.4
EP 11753656.5
IN 8609/CHENP/2012
JP 2012-556992
KR 1202196
MX 312480
US 8422474
AU 2011224961
BR 11 2012 022749 1
CA 2792929
CN 201180023647.0
DE (EP) 2547002
DE 112011100890.2
ES (EP) 2547002
FR (EP) 2547002
GB (EP) 2547002
IN 8608/CHENP/2012
IT (EP) 2547002
JP 2012-556993
KR 1202197
MX 319501
NL (EP) 2547002
PL (EP) 2547002
US 8654881
AU 2010316045
BR 11 2012 010467 5
CA 2779928
CN 201080060526.9
DE 112010004270.5
EP 10828525.5
IN 4818/CHENP/2012
JP 5707415
KR 1282346
KR 2013-0012589
MX 312478
US 8446891
US 8923209
CH (EP) 2496029
CN 201080059674.9
DE (EP) 2496029
ES (EP) 2496029
FR (EP) 2496029
GB (EP) 2496029
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IT (EP) 2496029
JP 5658264
KR 2010-0106255
NL (EP) 2496029
PL (EP) 2496029
US 13/779475
US 8411698
CN 201080060328.2
EP 10827154.5
JP 5380606
KR 2010-0107369
US 8923261
KR 2010-0104632
US 8582418
BE (EP) 2515452
CH (EP) 2515452
CN 201080057551.1
DE (EP) 2515452
DE 112010004877.0
ES (EP) 2515452
FR (EP) 2515452
GB (EP) 2515452
IT (EP) 2515452
JP 5475891
KR 1234004
NL (EP) 2515452
PL (EP) 2515452
US 13/525220
US 8995343
CN 201080062285.1
CN 201080062286.6
DE 112010004553.4
DE 112010004554.2
EP 10833558.9
JP 5593393
JP 5645953
KR 1282357
KR 2012-0149667
KR 2012-0149668
US 8582489
US 8861495
US 8989161
KR 1551919
US 8385463
US 8582686
US 8737500
EP 10833562.1
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KR 1415271
US 9107185
KR 2011-0109878
US 13/282119
KR 2010-0103655
US 8750269
US 8824441
KR 2012-0112825
US 9215747

Fraunhofer IIS
DE (EP) 1123597
ES (EP) 1123597
FR (EP) 1123597
GB (EP) 1123597
IT (EP) 1123597
JP 3464981
PL 192020
US 6314289

Orange S.A.
CN ZL 201080051448
DE (EP) 2499865
ES (EP) 2499865
FR (EP) 2499865
GB (EP) 2499865
IT (EP) 2499865
JP 5774017
KR 10-2012-7015216
RU 2560929
US 13/509753
DE (EP) 0616445
EP 0616445
FR (EP) 0616445
GB (EP) 0616445
IT (EP) 0616445
AU 655959
CA 2059455
DE (EP) 0820172
EP 0820172
ES (EP) 0820172
FR 2671923
GB (EP) 0820172
IT (EP) 0820172
JP 575568
NL (EP) 0820172
SE (EP) 0820172
US 5307376
DE (EP) 0448492
EP 0448492
FR 2660131
GB (EP) 0448492
US 5197061
DE (EP) 0441730
EP 0441730
FR 2658017
GB (EP) 0441730
US 5228025

Koninklijke KPN N.V.
AU 76146/94
BE (EP) 0716797
CH (EP) 0716797
DE (EP) 0716797
DK (EP) 0716797
ES (EP) 0716797
FI 960939
FR (EP) 0716797
GB (EP) 0716797
IE (EP) 0716797
IT (EP) 0716797
JP 3525258
NL (EP) 0716797
NL 9301494
NO 315349
PT (EP) 0716797
SE (EP) 0716797

CN 101466085
DE (EP) 2076090
DE (EP) 2357627
FI (EP) 2076090
FI (EP) 2357627
FR (EP) 2076090
FR (EP) 2357627
GB (EP) 2076090
GB (EP) 2357627
JP 5356004
NL (EP) 2076090
NL (EP) 2357627
SE (EP) 2076090
SE (EP) 2357627
US 12/315848

Hera Wireless S.A
JP 4624423
TW 415406
US 7697593
JP 4841256
US 8116389
US 8379744
JP 4781116
JP 5282119
US 8737377
CN 200510007003.9
JP 4130191
JP 4130210
TW 253811
US 7526258
CN 200580021534.1
CN 201310209401.3
DE (EP) 1768293
EP 1768293
FI (EP) 1768293
FR (EP) 1768293
GB (EP) 1768293
IN 7123/DELNP/2006
KR 827148
SE (EP) 1768293
TW 293526
US 8054739
US 8446812
BR PI0512704-1
CN 200580021825
DE (EP) 1768294
EP 1768294
FI (EP) 1768294

BE (EP) 831613
CH (EP) 831613
DE (EP) 831613
ES (EP) 831613
FI (EP) 831613
FR (EP) 831613
GB (EP) 831613
IE (EP) 831613
IT (EP) 831613
NL (EP) 831613
SE (EP) 831613
DE (EP) 0785692
ES (EP) 0785692
FR (EP) 0785692
GB (EP) 0785692
NL (EP) 0785692
NL (EP) 1001561
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FR (EP) 1768294
GB (EP) 1768294
ID ID-P0034246
IN 7122/DELNP/2006
JP 4583254
JP 4583330
KR 887006
RU 2383998
SE (EP) 1768294
TW 279999
US 8265055
US 8254361
US 8817767
VN 9822
CN 200580033853.4
CN 201210392562.6
DE (EP) 1811704
EP 1811704
FI (EP) 1811704
FR (EP) 1811704
GB (EP) 1811704
KR 827190
KR 829340
SE (EP) 1811704
TW 368404
US 7715876
US 8121647
US 9331813
CN 200580030764.4
CN 201210377683.3
EP 1811705
DE (EP) 1811705
FI (EP) 1811705
FR (EP) 1811705
GB (EP) 1811705
SE (EP) 1811705
JP 4065276
JP 4065296
JP 4065297
JP 4063848
JP 4063849
JP 4063850
JP 4463293
JP 4065311
JP 5031813
KR 817670
KR 817671
KR 817673
KR 817672
KR 817674
KR 817675

TW 368409
US 7715877
US 7715878
US 7738924
US 7715880
US 7715879
US 8265700
US 8611960
CN 200680021937
DE (EP) 1927216
EP 1927216
FI (EP) 1927216
FR (EP) 1927216
GB (EP) 1927216
JP 4841333
KR 1279187
SE (EP) 1927216
TW 397282
US 8351463
CN 03811270.1
CN 200910141207.X
DE (EP) 1489758
EP 1489758
FI (EP) 1489758
FR (EP) 1489758
GB (EP) 1489758
JP 4166026
SE (EP) 1489758
US 7539461
US 7962103
US 8412115
US 8934851
US 9270024
CN 02819661.9
CN 200610165995.2
CN 200610169018.X
EP 02746160.7
EP 12157904.9
JP 3540782
TW 205048
US 7130659
US 7369878
US 7454234
US 7454236
US 7454235
US 7613151
US 7567821
US 7873387
US 7873388
US 7873389
US 7881751
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CN 200580030234.X
CN 201210350744.7
DE (EP) 1788743
EP 1788743
FR (EP) 1788743
GB (EP) 1788743
JP 3754441
KR 867852
TW 407712
TW I496429
US 8295400
US 8787496
CN 200680003246.8
CN 201210544583.5
DE (EP) 1925104
EP 1925104
GB (EP) 1925104
JP 3989512
JP 4290210
JP 4290218
JP 4290220
JP 4884488
JP 5361972
KR 937802
KR 1124122
SE (EP) 1925104
TW 422176
TW I499233
US 7899413
US 8380141
US 8976732
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Exhibit 2 - Affiliates
[INSERT NAME AND FULL ADDRESS OF EACH AFFILIATE]
___________________________________________________________________________
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Exhibit 3 – Royalty Statement Form
ROYALTY STATEMENT FOR THE ____ CALENDAR QUARTER OF THE YEAR YYYY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SISVEL JOINT WI-FI LICENSE
LICENSEE
CONTACT PERSON
E-MAIL ADDRESS
Table (a) Licensed Products Sold or otherwise disposed of by Licensee and/or Affiliates in the calendar quarter
Description or
Brand or
Manufacturer or
Country of
Model Number
Customer name Country of Sale
product type
Trademark
supplier name
Manufacture

Total Units

TOTALS
Table (b) Information on customers and manufacturers (or direct suppliers, as the case may be) of Licensed Products included in Table (a) above
Name
Address
Total Units
TOTALS
Table (c) Licensed Products purchased from licensed manufacturers or direct suppliers or Sold to licensed customers
Description or
Brand or
Manufacturer or
Country of
Model Number
Customer name Country of Sale
product type
Trademark
supplier name
Manufacture

Total Units

TOTALS
Table (d) Information on customers and manufacturers (or direct suppliers, as the case may be) of Licensed Products included in Table (c) above
Name
Address
Total Units
TOTALS
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Exhibit 4 – Form of Bank Guarantee

SISVEL UK LIMITED
Royalty House
32 Sackville Street, Mayfair
London, W1S 3EA, United Kingdom
We hereby open our irrevocable guarantee no. __________ in your favor

By order of: _____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

PLEASE INSERT
LICENSEE’S
DETAILS

On behalf of: _____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

In Favor of: SISVEL UK LIMITED

Valid:
From [INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE] until [INSERT DATE FIVE YEARS AFTER
EFFECTIVE DATE]
We have been informed that [INSERT LICENSEE’s NAME], hereinafter called
Licensee, and you, as the licensor, have entered into a license agreement and have
been asked by Licensee to issue this Letter of Guarantee in your favor to
guarantee the fulfillment of its contractual obligations under the terms of such
license agreement.
In consideration of the aforesaid, we [INSERT NAME OF BANK], by order of our
customer, Licensee, acting on behalf of Licensee, irrespective of the validity and
the legal effects of the above-mentioned license agreement, and waiving all rights
to objections and defences arising therefrom, hereby irrevocably undertake to
pay to you on receipt of your first written demand any sum or sums claimed by
you up to but not exceeding One Hundred Thousand Euros (100,000.00 €) over
the life of this Letter of Guarantee, provided always that such written demand is
accompanied by your signed statement that Licensee has failed to fulfill its
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contractual obligations under the terms of the above-mentioned license
agreement.
We shall not be obliged to verify any statements contained in any of the notices
of other documents which may be served on or presented to us in accordance
with the terms of this guarantee and shall accept the statements therein as
conclusive evidence of the facts stated.
This guarantee is valid until [INSERT DATE FIVE YEARS AFTER EFFECTIVE DATE],
and any claim under it must be received by us in writing on or before 1 (one) year
after that date.
References to ‘you’ herein shall be construed as references to SISVEL UK LIMITED.
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